The control method for SVG is researched in this paper. Based on the working mechanism of SVG, the logic switch function is introduced to establish the dynamic mathematic model. A differential geometry variable control method is provided and the differential geometry linear theory is used to convert the nonlinear system to a linear system. Then based on the former work the control of SVG is devised. Finally, the control of SVG is simulated and the result shows the differential geometry nonlinear control is robust and stable comparative to the traditional PID control method and it is an effective to control the SVG.
Introduction
Static Var Generator (SVG) as one of the flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS) devices can dynamically compensate the reactive power, and the characters of the smooth reactive power adjusting and the rapid dynamics performance makes it obtained the widely attention from inside and outside of the country [1] [2] [3] .
The devising of the control model for SVG is the key problem of SVG. In the respective works, the literature [4] established the single nonlinear equivalent circuit model, [5] built the dynamic model of SVG based on the three phase and using the ratio coefficient K to describe the relations of network side voltage and the direct capacity voltage, without the considering of working mechanism and the dynamical behaviors.
With the development of the modern control theory, the control method is widely used such as the advanced PID control, the nonlinear robust control, predicting fuzzy control, inverse control and the neutral control [6] . And the above control parameters are generally using the experience, but some parameters of SVG is unpredictable, and sometimes is changed according with the time, so the optimum control parameters is hard to be obtained and the system control quality is also difficult to be satisfied.
In order to make the system have the relative perfect compensation performance and the relative high control precise. Through the dynamics of the SVG, the dynamic mathematics of SVG is established, and based on the dynamic mathematics model, the control method based on differential geometry structure and using the differential geometry precise linear theory, the nonlinear system is converted to the linear system, and then the control is devised by applying the nonlinear variable structure control theory exponent tending law. Finally, the control system is analyzed by using the differential geometry control method and improving the control precise.
The Dynamic Mathematics of SVG
The main circuit structure of SVG is showed as Figure 1 , and IGCT [7] is used as the main switch tube of voltage inverter.
On suppose of the research precise is not affected, the below condition is assumed: 1) Power switch device is the ideal switch; 2) Grid voltage is the three phase cosine voltage; 3) All the losses of devices including the loss of converter itself and the loss of transformer are denoted using equivalent resistance R;
4) The leakage of transformer and the connecting reactance is using the equivalent inductance L to represent; 5) Ignore the voltage harmonics wave weight of invert AC side. The three-phase voltage is as Equation (1):
In the Equation (1), is the max value of system linear voltage.
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The voltage of inverter AC side is showed as Equation (2):
In Equation ( In order to better analyze, the logic switch function is introduced, the states of three bridge arm is using a , b and c to represent, when the condition are turning on the above bridge arm and turning off the below bridge arm, the a , b and c are 1, and while the condition are turning off the above bridge arm and turning on the below bridge arm, the , and are 0.
According to the Kirchhoff's voltage law, the a-phase loop equation is as Equation (3):
When a = 1 then
The b and c phase equation also can be obtained, as 
The inverter is comprised of six power switch tubes showed in Figure 1 , and the on-off rule is as the same bridge arm can be on at the same time.
Combined with the above switch function, the three bridge arm just has two states as "1" and "0".
, 3 and 5
T forms eight models such as 000, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110 and 111. The switch model of 000 and 111 make the output voltage of invert as 0, so the two switch models is at the state 0.
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The Kirchhoff current rule is applied in direct current side capacitance positive node as Equation (6) 
For the circuit equation, it is very complex at the coordinate at a, b and c, the d-q transform is used in the equation of the three-phase voltage current, and the transform matrix is showed as below:
Then the mathematics model of SVG in the coordinate d-q is showed as Equation (8) 
The Differential Geometry Nonlinear
Control of SVG
The Control Theory of Differential Geometry for Nonlinear System
For the given multi-variable nonlinear system:
In the Equation (9) 
In the Equation (10), is the
where and
E X are showed as follows:
The sufficient and necessary condition for the decoupling of nonlinear system is the matrix is non-singular, and the feedback control rule is as follows:
So the system is decoupled on M showed as Equation (12)
The Entire Linearizing of SVG
According to the Equation ( 
In the Equation (13), where
The affine non-linear system such as Equation (9), according to the Equation (10), the below equations can be obtained:
From the above equations we can know the matrix   D X is not singular and satisfying the conditions for decoupling of input and output. The state equations on the new coordinate are as bellows:
Conclusions
Therefore, the system of SVG is linearized as the decoupled system.
From the dynamic performance of working mechanism of SVG, the dynamic mathematics of SVG is established by introducing the logic switch functions. The control is simplified to affine non-linear form by using the differential geometry knowledge, and then through the differ-
The Simulation and Analysis
In order to verify the advantage of the statistics of the ential geometry transform to realize its non-linear decoupling control, which makes the non-linear control problem to the simple linear control problem and also avoid the parameters of the SVG system absorbing and taking the negative effect to the control. Then the differential geometry control is devised. Finally, the experiment is simulated which shows the differential variable structure is more robust [8] and stable than the traditional PID control.
